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where we have put R'E"for P~for a sphere of radius R. BE"(z)/Bz is measured experimentally"
by adding a constant voltage to E".
To determine BE~/Bz as a function of z we measure, for every levitation, F""(z)for various val- Fig. 2 at zo would all be the same. Clearly the results for ball 13 differ from those of the other balls at zo, indicating that all of the balls cannot have q"=0. Figure 3 shows how well the data presented in Fig. 2 fit the same function BE~/Bz.
The data represent the measured values of (E"" -q"E"-P,BE"/Bz)R, '/R, 'eE~. From (2) this. the residual charges is not zero, as already seen from Fig. 2 . However, the data fit well by assigning a residual charge near zero for balls 6, 10, 11, and 12. This gives a residual charge for ball 13 near -ze. The error in determining R'BE+/Bz at z, has been added in quadrature to the error in E""(z, )/E" to obtain the errors in Fig. 1 . Figure 5 shows the nine measurements made alternately on balls 6 and 10 during set 2 of cooldown 1. 
